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This document contains important information together with the Conditions of Administration and Summary of Basis of Indemnity of the Scheme as referred to in your Renewal / provisional 

Debit Note. 

Please read and retain this document. 

Having regard to Scheme requirements and considering the balance between cost and the availability, extent and continuity of cover, we are advised by the Broker, Willis Risk Services 

(Ireland) Limited, that the renewal terms are the best available for the Scheme as a whole. 

If you have a query or if any detail of cover needs to be changed please contact us immediately – preferably by e-mail to insurance@forsure.ie or by letter. No alteration is in place until 

confirmed to you in writing (by letter or electronically). If you do not receive a reply within 3 working days then please phone us. 

 

Check your Risk Cover, the Losses to which you could be exposed and your Responsibilities 

As your woodlands get older and perhaps more varied you need to carefully review the risks, the required cover and sums insured. 

The main insurable forest risks for you as a forest owner are (i) fire (and firefighting costs), (ii) windthrow (storm) and (iii) liability to third parties (public liability). Potential losses are Loss 

of Growth, Reconstitution (the cost of meeting the replanting obligation) and Claims against you as a forest owner (e.g. spread of fire, injury to member of public). 

Loss of Growth cover is to compensate for the delay in timber sales revenues arising from a fire or other insurable loss. The sum insured (the Specified Value) is an approximation of that 

loss. It is not the market value. Land is not included nor are any future DAFM premiums (they are re-instated if and when the area on which a loss has occurred is satisfactorily replanted). 

The Specified Value does not provide for replanting costs towards which Reconstitution cover is separately available. The Specified Value is, unless you have specified an agreed value, a 

guide figure updated annually to reflect age and averaged timber price, based on information you have given when taking out cover or subsequently. 

Reconstitution Allowance is the insured sum which approximates towards costs of replanting – see a more detailed note on the next page. 

Your responsibilities include providing the information required in order to meet your insurance needs when taking out new cover and renewing, including material information that could 

affect whether an insurer would accept the risk and how it would be rated. There is no duty on an insurer to make enquiries of you. You are responsible for decisions as to type, level and 

extent of cover and for reviewing the evidence of cover to ensure that it accurately reflects your needs within the Scheme parameters. Ensure that contractors working on your forest lands 

are bona-fide contractors with adequate insurance. 

WoodlandCover does not provide valuation advice.  The best person to advise on levels of cover is usually your professional forester, taking account of your view of the risks.  

It is your responsibility to pay within the specified time period; we are obliged to inform you that failure to do so could lead to cancellation or affect your right to claim. 

To ensure cover please pay immediately – many thanks! 

The preferred payment method is by Credit Transfer to:  

AIB Bank, Lynch’s Castle, Galway IBAN IE54 AIBK 9370 9606 5860 91 BIC AIBKIE2D 

[please quote your Property reference and let us know, preferably by e-mail, to insurance@forsure.ie] 

Cheques / postal orders / bank drafts must be made out to WoodlandCover Limited and sent to: 

WoodlandCover Limited, Merchants Dock, Merchants Road, Galway 

Pay by PayPal if you have a credit card or PayPal account - e-mail insurance@forsure.ie for details – give your name and Property name and Reference. 
 

WoodlandCover for Your Forest 

Main Features 

Firefighting costs Included - limit €220,000 

Compartment records catered for Pay only for productive areas  

Forest Manager 

Allowance where you have a written contract with a 

professional forester (who advises on fire / wind 

protection) 

Storm cover option For windthrow and windsnap - Up to 55 years  

Aerial Photography 

Costs following insured loss to assist 

in assessment up to €3,000 

(subject to loss adjuster approval) 

Management Felling Extension 

(Fire and Windthrow) 

If further felling required for good management 

(limit €25,000 and subject to prior approval)  

Reconstitution Simple Tables* 
*€1,600 for conifers plus €150 for each year after planting to €4,000. €2,600 for broadleaves plus €150 for each year 

after planting to €5,000.  You can reduce or (by agreement) increase these sums.  

 

Reconstitution Cover (for crops up to thirty years) 

Reconstitution grants are not currently available for damages caused by fire and wind. There is a grant / premium condition in the Forest Service planting schemes that “In the event of 

significant plant deaths it is a condition of grant aid that losses will be replaced within the following two growing seasons….. Failure to replace losses may result in the recoupment of grants 

and premiums paid.” Reconstitution (replanting) Cover is available as an option. The Reconstitution Allowance is calculated by estimating a standard cost of reinstating woodland following 

fire or windthrow. This may not be adequate to cover replanting costs on some sites. You can, by agreement and acceptance of increases by Insurers, vary the figure (up or down) for specific 

circumstances; the relevant premium will change pro-rata. 

Explanatory notes have been prepared in good faith for your guidance and information and do not form part of the contract for insurance cover. Please refer to the Debit Note and Terms and 

Conditions. 
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